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Abstract

**Objectives**—To determine whether there is any evidence that there are spatial clusters of rheumatoid arthritis in particular, and inflammatory arthritis in general.

**Methods**—Setting was a population based incidence register of inflammatory arthritis: the Norfolk Arthritis Register (NOAR). All cases identified between 1990–1995 were mapped to place of residence. Statistical evidence of clustering was determined by calculating Poisson probabilities in putative areas.

**Results**—Three clusters were identified including one small area (population 85) where five unrelated cases developed during this time period. There was no obvious greater disease homogeneity within clusters and no common environmental factors were identified.

**Conclusion**—Rare clusters of inflammatory polyarthritis do occur. Their significance and cause remain to be elucidated. (Ann Rheum Dis 2000;59:152–154)

Geographical clustering, or the non-random distribution of cases in space, is considered to be suggestive of a point environmental risk factor for disease susceptibility. Such risk factors include exposure to toxins as well as focal sources of infection. The latter, specifically a viral or other microbial agent, is considered to be one of the most probable environmental triggers for the development of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). It is probable that a number of different organisms may trigger RA but demonstration of local clusters would be of value in highlighting specific groups of patients for further investigation. Indeed the observation of geographical clustering of cases of juvenile arthritis was the first stage in the demonstration of *Borrelia burgdorferi* as the causal organism leading to Lyme disease. By contrast most reports of geographical clusters, in the rheumatic diseases are anecdotal and based on chance ascertainment. One problem, in interpreting such reports is that some clustering might occur by chance, and in the absence of whole population data are difficult to interpret.

The Norfolk Arthritis Register (NOAR) is a population based register of inflammatory polyarthritis (IP) covering a population of over 500 000. It is a unique population register aiming prospectively to ascertain incident cases of IP as they develop, within an entire community. Data from NOAR were recently analysed for the existence of clustering in time, in space, and in time and space. Using simulation methods, comparing observed with expected distribution, there was no evidence of a non-random distribution of the occurrence of cases in these two dimensions in the NOAR area as a whole. Thus there is no evidence of substantial geographical clustering for either IP in general, or RA in particular. Interestingly, in that original analysis, the NOAR area was then divided into seven sub-areas and the analysis repeated. In one of these areas, the “North West”, there was evidence of non-random distribution. These results suggested that although most cases occurred sporadically, clustering in space may occur. The next stage therefore is to examine the exact geographical location of individual cases in an attempt to identify any such clusters that would have explained the result above. If any clusters were identified, we also wished to test the hypothesis that there would be similarity in disease expression within a cluster because of a shared aetiological factor. The ultimate goal would be to investigate possible common aetiological factors, such as environmental exposures.

**Methods**

In brief NOAR aims to capture all new cases of IP resident within the Norwich Health Authority (NHA) area, based on first attendance to primary care. Cases are included if they have IP of at least two peripheral joints for at least four weeks. Subjects are excluded if they have an alternative specific diagnosis (apart from RA, psoriatic arthritis or post-viral arthritis) that accounts for their symptoms. All cases identified are interviewed and examined following a structured protocol and blood is taken for rheumatoid factor analysis. Subjects are followed up annually and radiographs taken in those with three or more ACR criteria in all patients at year 1 and in all patients at year 5. All patients on the Register are classified as having either RA or undifferentiated IP based on the 1987 ACR criteria applied at the baseline visit.

Evidence of geographical clustering was sought among all cases appropriately referred to NOAR between 1 January 1990 and 31 December 1995, a total of nearly 1500 cases. Area of residence at the time of onset was mapped using postcodes and the data visually inspected seeking small areas with more than three cases. These possible areas of high incidence were then investigated further. Population data for each of these areas are based on...
Results

In the adult population covered by NOAR, the overall incidence of RA was 32 per 100 000 per year and 51 per 100 000 per year for IP. Five areas, on visual inspection, appeared to include a possible cluster. Three areas (table 1) showed significantly higher incidence rates. The total adult population of area C was only 85, who lived in two adjacent roads. During the period of observation, five of these 85 people developed IP, including three that satisfied criteria for RA. The Poisson probabilities of these number of cases occurring by chance in each area was calculated based on the Poisson distribution. Analyses were undertaken for the entire group of cases and separately for the subgroup that satisfied criteria for RA. When clusters did emerge, information from the NOAR database, and any clinical records available for the cases identified, were examined for similarity in exposure history, clinical presentation and subsequent course.

Discussion

The interpretation of reports of clustering is fraught with difficulty, although their presence provides some interesting insights into the role of environmental factors in disease onset. Care has to be taken in the statistical evaluation of potential clustering. In a disease as infrequent in the population as RA, in any small area, the existence of a single case, by definition, would create a greater than expected frequency. Across the NOAR populations a whole, there was an incidence density of 51/100 000 person years. Consequently, in a population as small a size as area C, only 0.3 cases would have been expected during the six year period of observation. A single case is therefore in excess of this.

The Poisson probabilities calculated allow for this random occurrence and estimate how likely it is that the observed number of cases would have occurred in a denominator population of that size by chance. The difficulty is then determining whether such clusters are "real". It is perhaps useful to distinguish investigations that investigate a large population for the existence of clusters, from those, such as the present investigation, which report on what postcodes and were obtained from the 1991 National Census. The analytical approach aimed to determine the likelihood beyond chance of the observed number of cases in such areas occurring, based on the overall incidence of RA and of all IP in the entire population covered by NOAR. The probability that the number of cases (or greater) observed attributable to chance in each area was calculated based on the Poisson distribution. Analyses were undertaken for the entire group of cases and separately for the subgroup that satisfied criteria for RA. When clusters did emerge, information from the NOAR database, and any clinical records available for the cases identified, were examined for similarity in exposure history, clinical presentation and subsequent course.

Discussion

The interpretation of reports of clustering is fraught with difficulty, although their presence provides some interesting insights into the role of environmental factors in disease onset. Care has to be taken in the statistical evaluation of potential clustering. In a disease as infrequent in the population as RA, in any small area, the existence of a single case, by definition, would create a greater than expected frequency. Across the NOAR populations a whole, there was an incidence density of 51/100 000 person years. Consequently, in a population as small a size as area C, only 0.3 cases would have been expected during the six year period of observation. A single case is therefore in excess of this.

The Poisson probabilities calculated allow for this random occurrence and estimate how likely it is that the observed number of cases would have occurred in a denominator population of that size by chance. The difficulty is then determining whether such clusters are "real". It is perhaps useful to distinguish investigations that investigate a large population for the existence of clusters, from those, such as the present investigation, which report on what...
are essentially anecdotal collections of cases that appear to occur unusually closer together. The statistical approach used in this study confirms the anecdotal impression that these clusters are unlikely to have occurred by chance. The results obtained should be treated with caution in so far as only a very small proportion of the potential geographical areas that could have been investigated, were actually analysed. As an illustration, in the total NOAR catchment population of 413,000 adults, there are 4,860 theoretical sub-populations, the same size as area C and 780 the same as area A and, theoretically, the p values obtained should be adjusted for this multiple significance testing. We have already shown elsewhere that in the entire NHA area there is modest evidence of spatial clustering. The current investigation adds to that observation and suggests that more formal techniques such as the use of a geographical analysis machine and other methods to detect what may be referred to as “smaller area database anomalies” would be appropriate.

One important concern is that any observed clustering represents localised selective over-reporting in specific neighbourhoods. Thus a person developing mild IP might be more likely to be ascertained if there is an awareness of other cases in the immediate vicinity. Similarly, reporting completeness is likely to vary by general practitioner, which might contribute to the likelihood of an apparent cluster. Notification to NOAR is based on attendance at primary care and we cannot exclude the possibility that an important proportion of mild cases is not reported, except in the areas of the apparent clusters observed in this report. Against this theory, however, is the fact that the cases observed in these clusters had similar spectrum of disease severity to NOAR cases as a whole. The advantage of using a large population register to search prospectively for clusters, over anecdotal reporting of clusters, is that the possibility of clustering occurring by chance can be examined within the target population. As we have previously demonstrated, most cases of IP, including the specific subgroup with RA, are probably sporadic. This more detailed evaluation now suggests that there may be occasional geographical clusters that are unlikely to be attributable to chance. We also postulated that, if the same environmental trigger was responsible, then this would lead to a similar disease phenotype. This was not the case in the clusters identified.

The individual cases were ‘mapped’ to their address at the time of reported disease onset. This particular population is comparatively less mobile than the rest of the United Kingdom. However, given the unknown latency of IP, the relevant address at the time of any putative environmental exposure is unknown.

There are few clues as to the nature of any common environmental agent. Infection with parvovirus does not explain the clusters described in this report. Serum is, however, available for investigation of any future microbial hypothesis. Other putative environmental sources include the domestic water supply and, in this mixed rural-urban area, contamination from agricultural spraying.
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